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ABSTRACT
With facts and figures accumulating in riches, there is a severe extremity for high safety. Biometrics has now
embraced more study. Face recognition grant an insubordinate question in the extent of image analysis and
electronic computer vision. The security of information is comely very momentous and difficult. Face recognition
is necessity in security. In this paper, an overview of some of the well-given methods in each of the groups is
provided and some of the pros and cons of the schemes individualize therein are discuss. This fictitious also
numerate some of the most novel algorithms developed for this view and trial to give a conception of the nation of
the art of face recognition technology.
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INTRODUCTION
The most ascendency of appearance biometric is its non-intrusive nature. Therefore, face is one of the most
compatible biometrics for oversight applications. Face perception is necessity in biometrics, often as a part of
facial recognition system. It is also used in video surveillance and human electronic computer interface. Some
novel digital cameras custom face detection for auto focus. Face detection is an electronic computer technology
that limits the locations and sizes of earthborn face in arbitrary conception. It detects only facial features and
ignores the background [4]. Face detection is a novel approach through which we can extract the facial features
from a human body [2].
Facial recognition used to recognize the faces of an individual’s to identify or verify a person [4]. Face recognition
system should be able to automatically detect a face in an image. The challenges of facial recognition in the visible
range include reducing the impact of variable lightening and detecting a cover or picture. Some facial recognition
systems use a real time process to detect a person’s head and locate the face automatically. Major benefits of facial
recognitions are that it is non-intrusive, hand free, uninterrupted and accepted by most operators. Face recognition
system categorizes into two main works: verification and identification. Verification identifies a 1:1 match that
compares a face image to that of template images whereas the identification identifies a 1: N match [11]. Face
recognition for a huge face database has a rate greater than 90% with well-controlled postured. Template Matching
is a high straight forward machine vision technique that assign to recognize the ability of an image to that of given
image pattern. It can be used in manufacturing, navigation, or to detect edges in image.
The term video surveillance indicate the monitoring of the bearing, activities, or other changing compliant, or
protecting them with some formula of video recording project. Advantages of a video surveillance system are that it
helps for a security purpose like it deters companions from committing crimes, it can help apprehend criminals, it
can allow people to watch exactly that how a criminal is doing crime and also used for online alarm generation to
assist human operators. There also some disadvantages with this model are that it requires continuous manual
checking which is infeasible because of cost of manual labour. The main role played in surveillance system includes
motion detection, object classification, tracking, activity understanding, editor coordinating the review of this
manuscript and approving it for and semantic depiction.
FACE DETECTION TECHNIQUE
Face Detection are used in biometrics, human computer interface, video surveillance and image database
management. For face detection digital cameras used autofocus [4]. Applications of face detection are image and
film processing, human-computer interaction and criminal identification. The goal is to implement the model for a
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set of training images and find a mean image of all that images so as to calculate the difference between it and the
input image for proper detection. The algorithms used for face detection are Knowledge-based, Feature invariant
based, Template matching method, Appearance-based method and Part-based methods [2].
Although there are various approach for face detection but still it is very difficult to detect a multiple images in a
real-time. In the above figure it contributes two main aspects. For face detection, feature expansion based on ICA
is proposed with SVM. A new integrated approach of real time detection and tracking in variable environments
using adaptive background removal. SVM for face detection is useful for broad view performance for different test
data. Better results were obtained by extracting features using ICA.
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FACE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUE
Face recognition is a very challenging task for the researchers. Its application is very useful for personal
identification and verification. Face recognition concept includes biometric approaches such as fingerprint,
iris/retina and voice recognition. During recognition process we will take an unknown image and after that extract
the features of that unknown image we had taken and next compared that image with the stored template during
training, the face recognition system will return the applicant match list of possible matches. It can be divided into
two approaches: Geometric feature based approach and Holistic approach.
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Feature Based Approach
In feature based approach first of all the input image will be pre-processed to remove the unwanted noise and after
that we extract the distinctive facial features like mouth, nose, eyes etc. In figure [3] we are simply extracting the
features of a facial image like eyes, nose and mouth. Feature based can be made invariant to size orientation or
lightening and it also include the solidity of the facial images and great speed matching.

Fig.3 Geometrical features used in the face recognition experiments [7]

Holistic Based Approach
Holistic approaches used global representations to identification of the faces based on the whole images. Holistic
approach is divided into two categories: AI approach and Statistical approach.
Statistical Approach
The easiest version of the holistic approaches, the image is symbolized as a 2D array of intensity values and
recognition is performed by direct correlation comparisons between the input and all other images that stored in the
databases. Under limited circumstances this approach has been shown, it is very expensive and suffers from
shortcomings such as lightning, background, noise problems etc. to remove such drawbacks many other approaches
has been proposed that employ statistical reduction methods to obtain the most important feature dimensions before
performing recognition [7]. [Fig. 4]

(a)
(b)
Fig.4 (a) Examples of facial feature of training templates used and (b) the resulting typical detections [7]
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To deal with localized variations Eigen features has been proposed, where a low resolution depiction of the full face
is improved by additional higher resolution details in terms of the salient facial features [fig. 5]. This system has
produced slightly better results than the basic Eigen faces approach [fig. 5- 6].

Fig.5 Recognition rates for Eigen faces, Eigen features and the combined modular representation [7]

Fig.6 (a) Test views, (b) Eigen face matches and (c) Eigenfeature matches [7]

Fig.7 The same person seen under varying light conditions can appear
dramatically different [7]

AI Approach
To recognize faces, AI approaches used neural networks and machine learning techniques. The main advantage of
this approach is that they do not remove any of the data in the images by focussed on limited area. The major
disadvantages of this technique is that it is very expensive and require a high degree of correlation between the test
images and the training images.
CONCLUSION
Face recognition is a perplexing task in the turf of image analysis and computer vision. The ultimate aim of
researchers in this region is to enable computers to emulate the human vision system. This research paper gives the
brief description of various face detection techniques, face recognition techniques like feature and holistic based.
According to the researchers, “strong effort among the computer vision, digital signal processing, and psychophysics
and neurosciences groups is looked-for” to attain this aim.
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